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The UK’s premier manufacturing event

MACH2010 is all about you. To be held at the NEC in June, MACH2010

will bring together all the latest products, people, developments and

technologies just for you. Don’t miss out. Register early to make sure you

get a Fast Track Entry Pack for quick and easy entry to the show.

Visit www.mach2010.com

MACH is owned and organised by The Manufacturing Technologies Association
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Toyota, the world’s largest car maker, is a byword for quality

and production efficiency. The Toyota Production System is the

basis of today’s widely employed lean manufacturing, while

its cars often win accolades in surveys.

The company’s status makes its problems big news, while

its apparent tardy response to acceleration and braking issues

has amplified them – complaints can be tracked back to 2003, alleged The

Detroit Free Press, while reports indicate that a deal with US road safety

regulators was struck last year to minimise recalls, according to The Times on

22 February. Toyota now says it may have grown too fast and lost sight of its

values – “Toyota’s priority has traditionally been: first, safety; second, quality;

and third, volume. These priorities became confused,” said Akio Toyoda, the

company’s president two days later.

Ahead of this, commentators cited

lean manufacturing, common usage of

parts and management structure as

offenders. On the first two, the pursuit

of lean at design and purchasing levels

leads to common designs. Get it wrong

and the problem is magnified.

On management, The Economist

highlighted that Toyota’s board is composed of 29 Japanese men — all of them

Toyota insiders, none independent; and said lack of willingness to transmit bad

news upwards – a cultural/career no-no – hampered recognition of a growing

problem.

However, regarding the actual level of recall – more than 8 million vehicles

globally –the Institution of Mechanical Engineer’s director of engineering, 

Dr Colin Brown, interviewed on the BBC’s Material World programme, refused

to get excited. “In the UK, you are getting about 150 recalls a year – a million

vehicles – many you don’t hear about [in the media]; modifications are made to

make them slightly safer, slightly better, slight improvements…this is absolutely

normal; within the normal behaviour of cars,” he explained. “This will die down

in a short period of time.” Of the Prius 3’s ABS software issue, in particular, he

noted that this was a reflection of the necessarily increasing complexity

required to deliver economy and eco-friendliness. 

So, while something has clearly gone very wrong, the fundamentals of lean

surely remain sound; if they don’t, it won’t only be Toyota we hear about. ■■■

Lean times for Toyota

Lean manufacturing has

been cited as one of the

culprits in Toyota’s woes

COMMENT

Andrew Allcock, Editor
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Aerospace production 

While the aerospace sector is not immune from

the economic impact felt by others, its long-term

order book is a picture of health. Indeed, the

major problem facing the industry during the

coming years is capacity. Manufacturing

technology suppliers are busy developing better

machines, tools, and more, to support

industry’s forthcoming needs                                                              
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BRIEFS

Hardinge rejects Romi
Hardinge has rejected the

bid approach from

machine tool maker

Indústrias Romi, Brazil.

Indústrias Romi went

public with its offer on 4

February, with a bid that

was valued at $90 million.

In a press statement,

Kyle Seymour, non-

executive chairman of

US-headquartered

Hardinge’s board, and

Richard Simons, president

and CEO, said: “We

understand why it makes

sense for Romi to attempt

to acquire Hardinge at the

bottom of the economic

cycle...However, we do

not believe it is advisable

for Hardinge to pursue a

sale of the company at

this time, and most

certainly not for the

grossly inadequate price

you are offering.”

Livaldo Aguiar dos

Santos, chief executive of

the Brazilian machine tool

maker is quoted by

www.rttnews.com as

saying: “We believe that

any objective analysis

would clearly confirm that

our offer is in the best

interests of Hardinge’s

shareholders, offering

them immediate liquidity

at superior value.”

He added that Romi

still believes the

combination “makes

sense” and that it will

study Hardinge’s financial

results before it changes

its current offer.

Artistic steel structure benefits from Ficep technology
HadFab, Edinburgh, has

installed a state-of-the-art

Ficep HP16T6 CNC angle line

(01924 223530) to support its

production of steelwork for

artist Antony Gormley’s

Crouching Man artwork.

The 25 m high statue,

depicting a crouching man and

destined for the Dutch town of

Lelystad, will be completely

constructed from steel angle

profiles. Antony Gormley is

best known for his ‘Angel of

the North’ creation, as well as

‘Another Place’ – 100 cast iron,

life-size figures spread out

along 3 km of the foreshore on

Crosby beach, near Liverpool –

and, more recently, the Fourth

Plinth event in London’s

Trafalgar Square.

There are many challenges

to be overcome in this latest

structure, says Ficep, and Tekla

software was used after the

initial shape was designed in

collaboration with Cambridge

University. The model is

detailed in Tekla structures and

interfaced with Steel Projects’

WinSteel to produce machine

codes for the FICEP angle line.

The material is punched and

sheared to length, followed by

skilled, labour-intensive

shaping of the material to form

up to 550 nodes, consisting of

up to 27 angles meeting

together to form locating

points around the structure.

These are joined with longer

angles and then bolted and

welded in position. 

In total, there will be 4,400

holes punched in the angle

profiles and the total weight 

of the structure will be 

60 tonnes. The statue is

expected to take 18 months 

to complete.

HadFab, based in

Haddington near Edinburgh,

has many years’ experience 

in producing complete

structures, fixtures, fittings and

towers for power and

telecommunications. It is now

using this expertise to produce

Mr Gormley’s unique statue. 

Precision Technologies Group

(PTG – 0116 201 3000) has

won an order from US

aerospace sub-contractor

Therm Incorporated for a UK-

assembled Edgetek 5-axis

super abrasive machine (SAM).

The Edgetek CBN machine

will improve cycle times and

increase machining efficiency

in the production of custom-

machined critical components

for aerospace – commercial

and military – and industrial

gas turbines, taking in parts

made from hard exotic alloys.

“The Edgetek is the ideal

machine to improve

productivity and reduce costs

across small batch custom-

machined components,” said

Steve Benn, PTG regional

sales manager for machines.

“The inherent flexibility of the

Edgetek SAM machines allows

Therm to reduce multi-

operation processes, even if

the material is difficult-to-

machine nickel-based alloys, or

the powdered metals used for

timing gears and sprockets in

car engines.

“In addition to reduced

cycle times, we were also able

to show how the Edgetek

could reduce the number of

machines required – and

hence set-up times – for

machined blade and vane

products. We cited an example

in the aerospace sector where

a single 5-axis Edgetek

machine replaced seven

conventional milling and

grinding machines, providing a

reduction in the machine set-

up time from 8 hours to less

than 10 minutes.”

Precision Technologies

Group includes well known

brands Jones & Shipman,

Holroyd, Binns & Berry,

Crawford Swift and Precision

Components. 

Edgetek machines are

assembled at PTG’s Holroyd

factory in Milnrow.

January 2010 • www.machinery.co.uk�������������� �������������� ������������������

NEWS

PTG wins US order for super abrasive grinding machine
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BRIEFS

MAG IAS demonstrates technology leadership
MAG Industrial Automation

Systems, which takes in

numerous brands, such as

Cincinnati and Hueller Hille,

won 15 US and European

patents in 2009, covering new

manufacturing technologies for

alternative energy, aerospace

and automotive components. 

“While the public thinks of

industrial automation as

machines, fluids and tools, we

have teams working at the

scientific end of the business,

developing advanced

processes that customers

want today, as well as working

on ideas for manufacturing

products our customers may

only be dreaming about,” says

Richard Curless, MAG

Americas chief technology

officer. MAG produces 30-50

patent applications per year.

A recent example concerns

its work with the US’ National

Center for Manufacturing

Sciences to mathematically

enhance the accuracy of large

5-axis machine tools. The

Volumetric Error

Compensation system

received a Defense

Manufacturing Excellence

Award from the National

Center for Advanced

Technologies (NCAT) in 2009.

A Boeing team member called

it a “groundbreaking process”

that will dramatically reduce

assembly costs – $100 million

a year on large programmes. 

BRIEFS

Haas Automation Europe
Haas Automation Europe,

Belgium, has appointed

Peter Zierhut as its new

managing director. He is

one of the founding

members of Haas

Automation Inc and has

held a number of senior

management positions

during his 26-year tenure

at the company’s head

office, in Oxnard,

California, including

director of the service,

sales, marketing and IT

departments.

After a seven-year

tenure as managing

director, Peter Hall will

return immediately to

Haas Automation Inc,

where he will take up a

business development

role.

Stronger growth
In January 2010, UK

mechanical engineering

firms reported their

strongest month-on-month

growth: enquiries saw 42-

58 per cent report gains;

47 per cent recorded rises,

for UK and export

business.

“They may only be one

month’s figures, but they

are excellent,” said Martin

Walder, EAMA chairman:

”January is not only the

fourth month in a row that

UK and export prospects

have both produced a

positive balance. They are

at record levels. And

nearly half of all firms

report higher order levels.” 

www.machinery.co.uk • January 2010�������������� �������������� ������������������

Rolls-Royce ends 2009 with record order book
Rolls-Royce has reported a

record order book of £58.3

billion, as at the end of 2009,

with order intake for 2009

itself put at £13.4 billion.

This compares with an

order backlog of £55.5 billion

at the end of 2008, reveals the

company’s preliminary 2009

report. 

Turnover for 2009 reached

£10.4 billion, a growth of

over14.5 per cent on the

previous year’s almost 

£9.1 billion. However,

regardless of this, the

company was affected by the

global economic downturn and

by continued delays in a

number of major programmes,

it is revealed. 

These programmes include

the Airbus A380, the Boeing

787 and the Airbus A400M

military transport aircraft.

Rolls-Royce says that 2009

was a remarkable year that

saw the first flight of six new

types of aircraft powered by

Rolls-Royce engines – the

Boeing 787, Gulfstream G650,

Airbus A400M, Embraer

Legacy 650, the BAES

MANTIS UAV and the Lynx

Wildcat helicopter. 

And, early this year, the

short take-off and vertical

landing (STOVL) version of the

F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike

Fighter Lightning (JSF)

deployed the unique Rolls-

Royce LiftSystem for the first

time (pictured).

This rate of new product

introduction is “at an

unprecedented level, with

more entirely new aircraft

taking to the skies in just three

months than in the previous

five years,” Rolls-Royce says.

NEWS

Mechanical engineering
NCMT (02476 516 600) has

been appointed the sole

sales and service agent in

the UK for Japanese

grinding machine

manufacturer Okamoto

Machine Tool Works.

Okamoto’s products

include slicing, lapping and

polishing machines, which

are manufactured in three

factories, in Japan,

Singapore and Thailand. 

NCMT managing

director Dave Burley says

the intention is to

concentrate on promoting

high-end machines,

especially those for

applications requiring some

degree of automation. 

9
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BRIEFS

Helicopter engines
The UK’s Rolls-Royce is

projecting deliveries of

more than 16,400 new

turbine helicopters valued

at $146 billion, during the

2010-2019 period. These

will require approximately

26,000 new turbine

engines, valued at around

$12 billion.

The civil market will

experience modest unit

growth, especially in new

entry-level turbine

helicopters, with around

10,300 civil helicopters

delivered. Overall airframe

value is estimated at $38

billion and associated

engine value is $4.2 billion.

Military original

equipment manufacturer

deliveries are predicted to

total approximately 6,100

new helicopters, with 

an airframe value of

approximately $108 billion

and an associated installed

engine value of around

$7.7 billion.

In America, Rolls-Royce

recently announced it had

signed a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU)

with Bell Helicopter to

explore options for the

retrofit of the Bell 206B

JetRanger helicopters with

the RR500TS (turboshaft)

engine. The JetRanger is 

a five-seat, light turbine

helicopter used in

corporate, utility, law

enforcement and

homeland security

missions. More than 5,000

have been delivered. 

Massive, most advanced LVD press brake for China

MACH 2010 sales see more space snapped up

Belgian sheet metalworking

specialist LVD’s Chinese joint

venture company has won an

order for a custom 14 m,

3,000 ton press brake for the

production of mobile crane

equipment.

Described as “the most

technologically advanced

machine of its kind,

incorporating unique

productivity-enhancing

features developed by LVD”,

the order, from Sany Group Co

Ltd, Changsha, China, will be

manufactured by the joint

venture company based in

Huangshi City, Hubei Province,

China. This was established

last year between LVD and

Hubei Tri-Ring Metalforming

Equipment Co, Ltd. (HD),

Hubei Province, China.

It will be provided as a

turnkey system, including

press brake, feeding/

evacuation automation, and

forming tools.

The PPEB-H press brake

will have CNC adjustable Vari-

VEE die with Smart Crown and

LVD’s Easy-Form Laser

adaptive bending system. 

LVD’s Vari-VEE die provides

automatic adjustment of the V-

width to reduce set-up time

and provide flexibility to form

long parts, different material

thicknesses and high strength

materials. 

The Easy-Form Laser

system provides exact

measurement of the angle

during the bending process. 

The machine will also

feature automatic forming

feeding, automatic back

feeding, a custom-designed

backgauge and CNC plate

supports for handling large

plate material along the length

of the press brake. (LVD UK,

01295 676800.)

Sixty new companies have

booked stand space for 

MACH 2010, since the start of

the year. 

The companies took a

further 1,200 m2 of space at

the show, which is now almost 

90 per cent sold on targets.

The exhibition takes place 

from 7-11 June this year at

Birmingham’s NEC (preregister

at www.mach2010.com).

MACH organiser, the

Manufacturing Technologies

Association, also reports that it

has got its first takers for the

new-for-this-event Grinding

Zone. 

XYZ Machine Tools, Matrix

Machine Tools and Meister

Abrasives have all signed up

for the new area.

At MACH 2008, over 14.5

per cent of attendees listed

sourcing 'grinding & finishing'

machining as the main reasons

for attending the show, so

MACH 2010 now includes 

this special zone for this

technology area, it is explained. 

The Grinding Zone will

cover all aspects of grinding

and metal finishing, from the

latest production machines and

grinding wheels, to deburring,

honing, abrasives and

polishing.

For a full overview of what

MACH 2010 has to offer, visit

Machinery’s website

(http://chilp.it/ef1e91).

To keep up with latest

MACH news as it happens,

visit the MACH 2010 News

area at Machinery.co.uk and

sign up for ‘Machinerytweets’.  

January 2010 • www.machinery.co.uk�������������� �������������� ������������������

NEWS

DMG and Walter

Körber Schleifring UK

(01926 485047), of

Honiley, near Kenilworth,

and DMG, Luton (01582

570661), will each be

offering the other’s

technology.

This will see Körber

Schleifring UK offer DMG

Microset tool presetting

products to UK

customers, while, in

return, DMG will now be

able to supply Walter tool

grinders and tool

inspection machines.

The move follows a

European marketing

collaboration between

Walter Maschinenbau

GmbH and DMG Microset

GmbH. (See page 18.)
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BRIEFS

Rainford gets Kyocera 
Rainford Precision

Machines (01744 889726)

has been appointed UK

distributor for Kyocera

Micro Tools. It will initially

be offering the Kyocera

Micro Tools range of micro

boring bars, as well as the

M0.5 to M8 range of

threadmills. In the future,

it will offer Kyocera Micro

Tools’ tools for machining

ceramics and composites,

plus products for

machining dental implants

and intraocular lenses.

MAPRA gets DOSS 
MAPRA Technik (020 8508

4207) has been appointed

the exclusive agent in the

UK and Ireland for DOSS

srl of Italy, which produces

automatic visual

inspection machines.

Flute finishing 
Dorman Machine Tools

(024 7622 6611) has been

appointed sole UK

distributor for the

Magnetfinish range of

machines that finish

cutting tools to improve

tool life and performance.

The Magnetfinish process

polishes the flutes on all

types of HSS and Carbide

rotary tools, and provides

conditioning or ‘edge

honing’ of the cutting

edges (micron rounding of

the edge). It is also used

to polish profiles on taps

and coated cutters. Other

uses include fuel-injector

and pump parts.

’Oven-ready’ apprentices seek new homes in Midlands 

Machine tool error reduction project kicks off

Manufacturing and

engineering firms in the West

Midlands are being invited to

employ apprentices that have

been trained to level 2 at

Jaguar Land Rover, supported

by the National Apprenticeship

Service.

The pair were supported by

the National Skills Academy 

for Manufacturing and

Warwickshire College in a

project that overcomes some

of the traditional barriers faced

by smaller businesses in hiring

apprentices.

Over and above its own

requirements, Jaguar Land

Rover has taken on 13

additional apprentices this year

to support the Apprenticeship

Expansion Programme. The

pilot will see these ‘level 2

Apprenticeship Completers’

become available, in August,

to smaller sized companies

who employ fewer than 250.

Once employed by others,

these individuals will be well

prepared to continue to ‘level

3’ Advanced Apprenticeship.

“So far, several companies

who wouldn’t normally take on

apprentices have indicated an

interest. The Skills Academy is

helping with the deployment

of these apprentices into local

SMEs,” explained Bill Twigg,

development director at

Semta, of which the National

Skills Academy for

Manufacturing is a part.

“The project has already

been well received and two

SMEs have already committed

to getting involved. However,

there is still the opportunity for

other businesses to recruit

some of these apprentices.”

Interested companies

should contact Rita Davey

(rita.davey@nsa-m.co.uk).

The University of

Huddersfield, via its Centre 

for Precision Technologies, is

involved in research that aims

for an average 75 per cent

reduction in machine tool

errors. 

The Engineering Control

and Machine Performance

Group (ECMPG), part of 

the Centre for Precision

Technologies, has been

approached by a consortium

of 11 organisations to join the

new EU research project,

SOMMACT (Self Optimising

Measuring MAChine Tools).

The first work package

involves the development of

an ‘inertial frame’ and will last

for 10 months, with CPT

facilities used for testing

developed concept. 

The inertial frame will

ensure that the relationship

between the spindle and the

workpiece remains as

intended, even when the

structure becomes loaded.

The overall project is

scheduled to last for three

years. Funding to the tune of

£347,000 is supporting 

this project. 
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Fanuc services offered

Following the joining of a

number of ex-Fanuc GE

UK personnel, Neuteq

Europe (01827 313644)

has launched a specialist

Fanuc Support Centre,

offering: Fanuc CNC

control retrofits; Fanuc

CNC operator/ programm-

ing/maintenance training

courses; Fanuc CNC

service; Fanuc CNC fully

inclusive service

contracts; the world’s first

Fanuc Users’ Club; a

loyalty discount scheme.
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I
n January, the Crown Estate

announced the long awaited successful

bidders for each of the nine ‘Round 3’

offshore wind zones within UK waters.

The expansion of electricity generation

from offshore wind represents a massive

long--term investment that has the

potential to generate thousands of jobs in

the UK. In total, Round 3 aims to deliver

a quarter of the UK’s total electricity

needs by 2020.

The potential for growth in the job

market is reckoned to be significant;

research by the British Wind Energy

Association (BWEA) estimates that UK

wind industry jobs will be in the region of

57,000 by 2020, a significant growth from

5,000 in 2008. 

Why? Well, to put it in context, the

largest of the Round 3 sites, Dogger Bank,

which is calculated to offer 9 GW, is six

times the worldwide installed base of

offshore wind-generating capacity in 2009,

a year that saw global wind

energy capacity grow 31 per

cent as a whole (the market in

Europe alone grew 54 per

cent). Round 3, which requires

£100 billion of capital

investment, would see Britain

emerge as the largest offshore

player by far, well ahead of Germany

and Sweden.

Round 3 undoubtedly represents

exceptional and unprecedented levels of

ambition, and will require a

manufacturing and support services

industry comparable in scale to that of

North Sea oil and gas. Supply chains that

could expand to manufacture these

turbines already exist in continental

Europe, but this market presents an

opportunity for UK engineering firms and

suppliers keen to cut their teeth in a new,

burgeoning sector. 

The restricting factor, up to now, has

been the

dominance of

foreign wind turbine

manufacturers, such

as Vestas (Denmark),

Enercon, Siemens, Nordex, RE

Power (Germany), Gamesa, Acciona

(Spain), GE Energy (US), Suzlon (India)

and Goldwind (China). But Round 3 could

change all this, or at least lure the foreign

contingent to build turbine factories in

Britain, particularly as in recent years the

cost of offshore wind has been rising,

due to a snarled supply chain and the fall

in sterling. The worldwide wind market is

currently estimated to support annual

turbine sales of $60 billion.

BWEA says that attracting new

investment in offshore wind technology

manufacturing to the UK is key to

securing thousands of new skilled green-

collar jobs. With this in mind, the

association says that the government

needs to lead on upgrades to UK ports to

provide state-of-the-art quayside facilities

and create coastal manufacturing hubs

for manufacturers. With new turbine

assembly plants in UK ports, domestic

manufacturers would be able to enter the

component supply market for gearboxes,

bearings and castings.

Whether overseas turbine

manufacturers are attracted to Britain

remains to be seen, but this doesn’t stop

UK OEMs taking a lead. A case in point is

14
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Opportunity dawns
With plenty of new developments in wind power, offshore in particular,

Steed Webzell investigates what it could mean for UK companies

Renewables at household level

The UK Government has announced its feed-in tariffs for small-scale renewable and low

carbon electricity, starting from 1 April. In addition to the renewable energy feed-in

tariffs, DECC has also published a blueprint for low carbon heating technologies to be

introduced in 2011 – a supposed world first.

The feed-in tariff will be available to householders and communities installing low

carbon and renewable electricity technology, such as solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and

wind turbines up to 5 MW. Owners will be paid for electricity – even if they consume it

themselves – and a further payment will be given for any electricity fed into the grid. 

A typical 2.5 kW solar PV installation could offer homeowners a reward of up to £900

and save an additional £140 on their electricity bill, while the installation of a ground

source heat pump in an average semi-detached house with adequate insulation could be

rewarded with £1,000 a year and lead to savings of £200 per year.
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Mabey Bridge, which announced at the

end of January that it is to become the

biggest UK wind turbine tower

manufacturer, creating 240 jobs.

The £38 million investment follows

the company’s purchase of South Wales’

largest speculative industrial unit, along

with 18 acres of land, at Newhouse Farm

Distribution Park in Chepstow, for £13

million. The firm has now lodged a

planning application with Monmouthshire

Council to double the size of the existing

warehouse to allow the new fabrication

facility for the towers to go ahead. 

“We are forecasting that production at

the facility will provide around half the

UK’s requirement for wind turbine

towers, greatly reducing the need for

developers to import,” says Peter Lloyd,

managing director of Mabey Bridge. 

This 32,140 m2 unit, which has been

fully forward-funded by parent company

Mabey Holdings, will, when completed,

be capable of fabricating turbine towers

up to 5 m in diameter and 40 m in length.

The factory intends to deploy the latest

manufacturing techniques, including CNC

profiling and forming, robotic welding and

high quality blasting.

Mabey Bridge is understood to be

working with wind farm developer Nuon

Renewables on the project, while the

company says it has a “number of

relationships” in place with major wind

turbine manufacturers, which mean the

factory will be running at full capacity “in

a relatively short period of time”. 

Another interesting UK development

is the announcement (late last year) that

Clipper Windpower Marine Ltd has been

awarded £4.4 million under the ETF

Offshore Wind Demonstration Call,

issued by the Department for Energy and

Climate Change (DECC). The funding,

intended to stimulate the development

and demonstration of offshore wind

technologies and components for larger

multi-megawatt turbines, will contribute

towards costs associated with the

development of blades for the ‘Britannia’

project, Clipper’s 10 MW offshore wind

turbine. Scheduled for service in late

2011, Britannia is one of the largest

turbines under development in the world. 

“With the deployment of Britannia

turbines in UK waters, the nation will

benefit from the strong economic boost

arising from their development and serial

production in coming years,” says James

Dehlsen, chairman of Clipper Windpower.

The Britannia blade development

project is anticipated to take place at a

new 4,000 m2 facility that Clipper

expects to occupy on the River Tyne.

Once constructed, each blade will be

more than 70 m long and weigh over 30

tonnes. A fully operational Clipper 10 MW

turbine will stand at 175 m in height.

Clipper says it plans to utilise emerging

UK supply chain opportunities in

developing the manufacturing process for

the new turbine. 

Remaining in the North of England,

the Northern Wind Innovation

Programme has announced the names of

companies participating in newly formed

consortia set to benefit from a share of

£3 million, specifically aimed at

stimulating innovation and technological

developments for the offshore wind

industry in the north.

A total of 10 consortia, made up of 38

UK companies, were selected against

strict technical and economic criteria.

Proving that it is possible to get involved,

among the successful collaborative

partners are: casting machinery specialist

Composite Metal Technology of

Basingstoke; Huddersfield-based David

Brown Gear Systems; bearings expert

Roballo Engineering of Peterlee;

Nottingham-based transmission and

drivetrain specialist Romax Technology ;

Cambridge-based welding and joining

experts TWI; Monitor Coatings of North

Shields; seal specialist James Walker &

Co of Crewe; and Glasgow-based NDT

expert Applied Inspection. 

Any other companies looking for

opportunities can declare an expression

of interest at the following website:

www.nwip.org/opportunities.php.

With composite materials playing a

large role in the manufacture of parts

such as blades, nacelle covers, rotor
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spinners, hub covers, shear webs, root

end platforms and internal blade

components, there are opportunities for

manufacturers with knowledge of these

materials.To help maximise such

opportunities, wind supply chain expert

help is available free of charge through

DECC’s UK Renewables Service

(www.ukrenewables.com). This can assist

composites firms to understand the

opportunity, receive signposts to sources

of further help and plan an approach, if

appropriate, including strategic support

under a non-disclosure agreement.

LUCRATIVE DEALS

For metal parts manufacturers, there are

plenty of examples of progressive UK

engineering firms winning lucrative wind

power contracts in the recent past, in

many cases spurring investment in new

machine tools. RMB Deritend of West

Bromwich, for instance, which as the

result of a £440,000 contract for the

repair and refurbishment of wind turbine

gearboxes, acquired an XYZ 1010 vertical

machining centre from XYZ Machine Tools

(01823 674200). 

In Sheffield, Cooper & Turner’s success

in securing a contract to make wind

turbine blade-to-hub studs in large

volumes led to the purchase of two

Kastospeed C9 circular saws  from Kasto

(01908 571590) for stand-alone use and

another linked to a Danish-built Akea lathe

with 80 mm diameter capacity. Also in

the same city, precision sub-contractor

Barker Collins Engineering has just

installed five Doosan DB 130C/CX

horizontal Boring Machines, supplied by

Mills CNC (01926 736736), specifically

with the wind energy sector in mind.

“It is estimated that, in the next 10

years, 10,000 offshore wind turbines will

need to be manufactured and installed in

the North Sea and the Baltic to help meet

Europe’s future energy requirements.

This number could rise to 30,000 by

2030,” says Chris Carter, managing

director at Barker Collins. “Such demand

is important to our future growth and

development, and we’re doing everything

we can to ensure that we’re well

positioned to secure a good percentage

of the manufacturing contracts when

they come on stream.”

Barker Collins is already involved in

the machining of clevis joints for offshore

wind turbines. Manufactured from cast

steel, each clevis weighs up to 2.5

tonnes and is machined in a single set-up

in around 11 hours.

Special machining technology

solutions are also being developed.

Sandvik Coromant (0121 504 5400), for

example, can already offer cutting tool

and tooling system packages for wind

turbine components, such as connecting

rings, main shafts, hubs and planetary

carriers. By 2012, the company says that

specific solutions will be available for all

important wind turbine parts. (Download

Sandvik Coromant’s solutions brochure at

http://tinyurl.com/y8lvhg3.)

According to DECC statistics, output

from UK wind turbines increased 38.9

per cent in Q3 2009, in comparison with

the same period in 2008. The growth of

this sector would appear to represent 

a huge opportunity for the nation’s

manufacturers, which, together with

inward investors, will drive the creation of

some of the green-collar jobs that are

increasingly spoken about. ■■■
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Events galore

February and March have seen a whole host of regional events taking place to involve

suppliers in the wind farm bonanza. While some of these will have already taken place,

the websites should lead you to more information and contact points:

❐ EEDA, Lowestoft, 4 March – www.eventsforce.net/offshore

❐ SEEDA, Gatwick, 23 February – www.envirobusiness.co.uk/wind-supply-chain-

event.html

❐ REGEN SW, Bristol, 9 March – http://regensw.eventhq.co.uk/uk_offshore_wind_

supply_chain_conference

❐ Globalscott, Glasgow, 4 February – http://www.globalscot.com/Events/Event_

04122009141057.aspx

❐ Advantage West Midlands, 25 Feb, Loughborough – http://www.advantagewm.co.uk/

news-media-events/events/items/2010/ukoffshorewindsupplychainconference.aspx
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Partnership developments
Andrew Allcock attended the annual DMG Open House in Bavaria, Germany, last month. Machine tool

developments and more were unveiled, while the growing partnership between Mori Seiki and DMG was

further underlined, as he reveals

A
pple iPhone applications and online

communities are not normally the

subject matter tackled at machine tool

company press conferences. But those

were two of the initiatives that DMG, the

sales and service arm of machine tool

maker and solar power equipment

company Gildemeister AG, underlined at

its annual Pfronten, Bavaria, Germany,

Open House event.

The event, held in early February, was

a massive affair, drawing an estimated

5,000 trade visitors from around the

world this year, with 55 machines on

view, including 14 innovations, while

there will be 17 machines launched in

2010, it was revealed. 

Machine tool developments are the

meat of such affairs, of course, but back

to the iPhone and online communities for

a moment. On the former, users of said

device, plus Blackberries and other

smartphones, can now obtain an

application – DMG Messenger - that will

connect them to their DMG machine

tools, providing status information while

they are on the move. This will be

available this summer. 

A useful tool, DMG Messenger, no

doubt, but the online community initiative

is the more important announcement for

those with DMG machines. The firm has

created a website – DMG Marketplace

(www.dmgmarketplace.com) – for its

machine tool users, where they can post

details about their machines and capacity,

allowing potential customers to find

companies with appropriate technology

and capacity. 

DMG claims to have more than

122,000 machines installed worldwide at

almost 34,000 customers, so clearly it

can claim to have one of the largest

global communities of machine tool

users already.

And that reach will be expanded by its

co-operative undertaking with Japan’s

Mori Seiki, of course. Mori Seiki and

DMG announced that they would co-

operate in sales, service, manufacturing

and development in March last year.

Together, they lay claim to a 10-12 per

cent market share of the world’s

metalcutting machine tool market,

according to Dr Masahiko Mori, 

president of Mori Seiki. 

Underlining this co-operation, Dr Mori

was present at the DMG event and press

conference for the first time, as were

Mori Seiki machines: branded as DMG

Mori Seiki and including an NT1000W

mill-turn centre, NZ1500 CNC turning

machine, and also a Mori Seiki Taiyo Koki

NVGH-6T vertical spindle grinding

machine. 

This DMG Mori Seiki branding will be

rolled out globally, with the first move

made in the US market, Dr Mori

revealed. The Mori Seiki and DMG

organisations will merge in the US, with

Mori Seiki taking the lead. In addition to

this, the two top men announced that a

DMG-led sales and service organisation

would be established in India. The

companies now have a number of joint

sales and service operations, with Mori

Seiki being the lead organisation for both
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companies in Indonesia, Thailand and

Japan, with DMG taking the lead in

Turkey, Taiwan and Korea, with a 50-50

operation covering Australia.

The first joint products of the two

companies are DMG’s CTX delta 4000 TC

and CTX delta 6000 TC, based on Mori

Seiki’s NT6600 mill turn centre. This

development will be underlined at a large

turning event in Bielefeld, Germany, this

month (10-12 March). In Japan, Mori Seki

is selling DMG, Shanghai-produced

EcoLine CNC lathes, these available with

MAPPS control – 100 machines have

been ordered by Mori Seiki.

Efforts to jointly develop products are

expected to commence at the end of this

year, with “Mori Seiki and DMG learning

from each other”, Dr Mori added. He

particularly mentioned eco-design as

being more developed in Germany,

however, while also saying he liked the

guarding and HMI (human machine

interface) of DMG machines. Machinery

was told by another source that Mori

Seiki designs will begin to look more like

DMG designs. 

But on the point about development

and R&D, a most astonishing statement

was made by Dr Mori. Together, Mori

Seiki and DMG have “about 1,000

people engaged in

research and

design….about 20-

25 per cent of all

people engaged in

machine tool design world-wide”.

With such manpower, the rate of

product development, already

rapid, can surely only get faster, while the

combined purchasing power and use of

common parts that will be pursued 

will deliver cost benefits for new

developments.

MORE NEW INITIATIVES

Other new joint initiatives were

highlighted, including the recently formed

MG Finance (announced in November

2009). Together with Mitsui Finance, the

two companies have, said chief of the

executive board of Gildemeister AG

Rüdiger Kapitza, €200 million to support

customers’ machine tool purchases. This

organisation will operate in Germany and

the UK first, it was said, with a launch

date of this month (March). Dr Mori

added that his company is “debt-free”

and has a “70 per cent capital liquidity

ratio”, and that Japan’s low interest rates

allowed him to “borrow and give money

to customers”.

A slightly more unusual

demonstration of togetherness concerns

DMG parent Gildemeister’s other

business activity, SunCarrier and

SkyCarrier solar panel support

structures. As visitors approach the

Pfronten factory main gate, an array of

solar panels, supported by one of

Gildemeister’s devices, greets them.

Covered in snow as at Machinery’s visit,

it wasn’t generating anything, according

to the attached, highly visible display. But

Dr Kapitza said that it generates enough

electricity to power 20-25, four-person

households. And just such a device –

“the first two sets, generating 30 kW”, in

fact – can now be found at Mori Seiki’s

Iga Campus in Japan. Free-of-charge

electricity will be his after 15 years, 

Dr Mori said, and he hoped that the solar

panels would last 30 years. Dr Kapitza

would like machine tool customers to

consider this technology, too.

But DMG green credentials were also

being underpinned via some interesting

product developments, gathered

together under the “DMG

ENERGYsaving” banner. These include:

DMG Virtual Machine - allows 100 per

cent accurate simulation of the

machining process for error-free cutting,

which eliminates power usage for try-out;

DMG GREENmode – a machine feature

that saves up to 20 per cent of energy

consumption through shortened

production times (75 parts increased to

92 parts in a quoted example); DMG

AUTOshutdown and automated run-up to

operating temperature – a suggested

€4,000/annum saving for a €1,500

additional cost; and DMG EnergySave – 

a manufacturer-independent retrofit kit 

to reduce power consumption during

unproductive times. The latter is said to

offer, in general, a €3,000/annum saving

for a €1,999 one-off investment, with the

retrofit taking just 2 hours. 

Overall, this aspect of energy

efficiency is one that will be stressed

versus machines available from Chinese

and Korean machine tool makers, 

Dr Kapitza said: “We will promote this,

together with Mori Seiki.”

For further details about the eco

products, the machine tool/technology

launches this year, a large automotive

project and business conditions/

prospects at the two companies, visit

Machinery’s website –

http://chilp.it/90e42e – for an extended

version of this feature.■■■

DMG’s Open Houses in Pfronten, at its Deckel Maho plant, regularly draw the crowds. This year, the company reports it succeeded in winning orders to the

value of €53.4 million for 263 machines – the previous year saw €32.5 million of orders taken 

This DMG machine is a Mori Seiki

NT6600 dressed in different attire

SUPPLY SIDE
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Dogged determination
Andrew Allcock went to Switzerland, to visit cylindrical grinding specialist Fritz Studer, 

where he met some St Bernard dogs – both literally and metaphorically

S
witzerland-based cylindrical grinding

machine specialist Fritz Studer, part of

the Korber Schleifring group of

companies, held its annual ‘Studer

Motion’ meeting in late January – an

event where the company underscores

business and product developments to

an assembled group of international

press and sales agents. 

It is held at the company’s Thun

location (about 20 miles south and 10

miles east of Bern), at the west end of

lake Thunar See – Interlaken is at the

eastern end. 

As is the norm, the company – this

year via Stephan Nell, chairman of the

board of directors – opened with a

commentary on the business situation,

allied to an explanation of the motto for

the event. In fact, the motto was an

image – a St Bernard dog. Why? Because

the breed is – variously – strong,

powerful, motivated, courageous,

reliable, intelligent and has endurance, all

attributes that Studer assigns to itself,

especially in these challenging times

. 

STILL INVESTING

The company, he explains is still investing

in its facilities and in product

development, and continues to look to

the future, planning for the long-term.

“The company is almost 98 years old; it

has seen many crises and will withstand

this one,” he emphasises. The company

saw order volume drop by 50 per cent,

but this was far less than the market as a

whole, he adds. The company had not

gone in for price cutting, so saw its

market share fall, with sales shrinking by

40 per cent – “smaller than the order

drop, due to the backlog.” But the

company made no loss, it is stressed.

As for this year, the market is

predicted to recover by 20 per cent, but

Mr Nell offers that Studer will increase its

market share and see orders grow by 25

per cent. However, the rise in sales will

be smaller, as the company suggests the

market recovery will take place in the

second half of the year, so some orders

will not be delivered until 2011. A

sustained recovery is expected in 2011,

although Studer’s 2007 sales level will

not be achieved until 2013, the chairman

of the board reveals. But extending the

St Bernard metaphor a bit more, he

concludes by saying: “2009 has been a

cold winter, but our cask is well filled. In

a year’s time, we will shake off the snow

and celebrate success again.”  

In the meantime the company has

reacted, explains Michael Horn,

managing director, production. Two years

ago, an analysis of commodity and value

flows was undertaken at Studer, with this

laying the basis for a concept for

optimising processes and commodity

flows, as well as realigning assembly and

logistical resources. As a result, at the

beginning of 2008 a larger project was

undertaken in Thun, which concerned

expanding the site’s capacity. 

At the end of 2008, a new warehouse

and shipping building was opened,

equipped with latest logistics technology

and processes, including state-of-the-art

RF data transmission technology. A new

assembly hall was finished at the end of

2009. This covers an area of 2,000 m²

and will be used, in the future, for the

assembly of standard machines and

machines with customer-specific

solutions. As with the warehouse, latest

technologies and assembly procedures

are employed here. 

The investment made over the past

three years in support of these

Assembly hall opening – L to R:

Stephan Nell, chairman of the

board of directors;  Michael

Horn, managing director,

production; Fred Gaegauf,

managing director, technology 
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developments is, at CHF20 million (£12

million), the largest made by the

company in the last 10 years, underlines

Mr Horn, while there’s another CHF5

million (£4 million) investment planned

for this year – this will see a Waldrich

portal grinding machine and Dixi

machining centre installed. 

Studer is one of three sites where

parent Korber Schleifring is concentrating

component manufacturing (WKU, Czech

Republic, and KSMS, China, are the other

two), with its other companies becoming

‘system houses’ where machines are

assembled and customer-engineered

solutions finalised – Studer, Schaudt,

Mikrosa, Blohm, Ewag, Jung and Walter.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

In support of greater efficiency in

manufacturer and assembly, Studer is

also involved in a continuous

improvement initiative, PULS, which

commenced last year. This saw planning

in 2009, with the application of 5S,

kanban, culture change and RF data

transmission; implementation/cascading

will follow this year, having the objective

of achieving flow-line assembly for two

machines (S22 will be one), improved

OEE (overall equipment efficiency),

reduced setting times (SMED – single-

minute exchange of die), improved

quality, improved supply chain

management and lean logistics; with, in

2011, the outcomes, in business metrics

terms, including a  20 per cent reduced

processing time, a 30 per cent reduction

in delivery time, 95 per cent on-time

delivery, and a 5 per cent reduction in

working capital.

Moving on to machine development,

Fred Gaegauf, managing director,

technology, emphasises that Studer was

a leader, not a follower. He instanced the

company’s introduction of white base

colour machines in 1985 –

with this subsequently becoming

standard – while its S33 cylindrical

grinding machine is also much mimicked

(700 delivered between 2003 and 2009)

– “There is nearly no competitor not

making use of this concept, even Indian

companies have substantially copied the

original”. And the company underlines the

development of this model in its latest

guise, which was first unveiled at

Europe’s biennial manufacturing

technology show, EMO, held in Milan last

year (see extended article on

Machinery.co.uk – http://chilp.it/5fec53

for full information), with the model’s

increasing capability and sophistication

since first introduced the main point of

emphasis.

The modular S22 platform (production

grinding – plain, form and thread grinding,

high-speed grinding or heavy-duty

applications with 160 mm wide wheels)

and combined process S242 (hard

turning and grinding) machines were

similarly highlighted as demonstrating

technology leadership. “Studer is the

best brand in the industry, without doubt.

Others measure themselves against us,

and that is only possible, if you invest,

even in hard times.”

And the company continues to invest

in technology development, as 

Mr Gaegauf highlights through reference

to current research projects. The first

group of topics deals with the problem of

machining brittle materials, such as

ceramic, glass or hard metals, for

example, and includes: ultrasonic

assisted grinding at high speeds

(research concluded this year); spark-

erosive dressing of metallically bonded

grinding wheels (working with GF

AgieCharmilles); hard turning and peel

aimed at identifying new fields of

application; and the machining methods

for long, slim workpieces, in particular

very slim shaped parts. 

The focal point of the second group of

research is new mechanical engineering

approaches: linear motor plus hydrostatic

drive and control system – StuderGuide –

with a machine under development; high

speed, low cost spindles; energy

efficiency; simple machine concepts for

the Far East; and improvements in its

mineral cast machine base technology.

So, this year’s Studer Motion event

was more about underlining the

company’s financial strength and

investment in manufacturing and product

development than actually revealing any

brand new machines or developments. It

was a message convincingly delivered,

however, and appropriately underlined by

the chosen event motto/image.

To read more about the latest

incarnation of the Studer S33, visit

Machinery.co uk – http://chilp.it/5fec53. ■■■

SUPPLY SIDE/GRINDING

A new wheelhead for the S33 is one of the

recent product developments – visit

Machinery.co.uk for more details –

http://chilp.it/5fec53
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Unit 15, Bordon Trading Estate, Bordon, Hampshire  GU35 9HH
Telephone: 08708 50 90 50  Fax: 08708 50 90 60  

www.bowers.co.uk  new@bowers.co.uk

New state-of-the-art hardness
testers for reliable, fast
measurement

NEW YEAR NEW SOLUTIONS

Perfect for vertical bore
measurement: the new
Bowers XTL Digital Lever
Bore Gauge

Partners in Precision

For more innovative 
products see Bowers brand 

new product catalogue 
launched for 2010.  

To order your copy email
new@bowers.co.uk

See Bowers at MACH2010.
Visit bowers.co.uk/mach 

for more details

THE ESSENTIAL METROLOGY CATALOGUE 10/11

For the precise measurement
and setting of machine tools:

the new Trimos Optima Plus
Tool Presetter

www.accurate-cutting.co.uk

T: 01527 527058

F: 01527 527541

DoALL C-3028NC
For all your 
sawing
needs

Soitaab 3,000mm Gantry 
Bandsaw
Gantry capacity 3,000 x 3,000 x 5,000. 

Fast loading and setup of complex jobs. 
Simple load and unloading from a flat table.
Horizontal, vertical and diagonal cutting 
reduces need to reset the job.
Horizontal cuts along the entire stroke length.
Solid build quality.
NC control.

NC control. 
Ergonomic design.
Choice of models.
Rigid column design.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Pedrazzoli

Automatic Circular

saw with loader.

•World’s favourite 
circular saw.

• Manufactured for over
60 years.

• Spares and after sales
support.
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Visitors to MEDTEC next month looking for suppliers or providers of

manufacturing technology or services will be able to find a number

of them, as Machinery explains

T
o be held at the Birmingham NEC

from 27-28 April 2010, MEDTEC UK

(www.medtecukshow.com) features

focused display areas for high-tech

manufacturing, packaging, materials,

automation and design, and includes:

● PrecisionTec – multi-axis CNC

technology, micro-machining, EDM

technology, lasers and ultrasonic

technology for the manufacture of

surgical devices, implants and

interventional cardio devices from

speciality medical alloys

● MediPack – materials, outsourcers and

machinery for the packaging of medical

devices and manufacture of

pharmaceutical drug delivery systems

● BioMaterials – high performance

plastics, injection moulding and extrusion

techniques for medical manufacturing

● Automation, Assembly & Robotics –

showcase of the integrators and latest

technology for automated production and

assembly techniques

● MediDesign – design companies that

are specialised in the medical device

market.

Everything from raw materials,

manufacturing equipment and techniques

through to automation technology and

outsourcing, will be on show. 

Manufacturing technology or

manufacturing service companies

exhibiting within these areas include:

❐ Amsonic   AG (www.amsonic.ch) –

industrial precision cleaning, taking in

ultrasonic cleaning, spray cleaning, hot air

and vacuum drying and water-based

cleaning processes, as well as solvent-

based cleaning technologies, including

parts cleaning with non-halogenated,

non-chlorinated class A3 solvents and

projects using class A1 and A2 solvents

(ATEX certified).

❐ Kaye-Dee (0114 256 0222) – pad

(Tampo) printing

technology is used

in a wide range of

industrial and

medical

applications,

including

printing

catheters,

syringes,

dosage-displays,

inhaler bodies and

contact lenses.

Ruco inks include

dedicated ranges for

pad printing

applications and can be

used on many different

substrates. The inks have

exceptional adhesion

qualities, and give excellent

stability and performance. Ruco

inks are available from standard

colour ranges and are also

supplied pre- mixed to

PMS references. Kaye-

Dee offers a service for

formulating printed colour

matches onto coloured

substrates, giving the printer even

greater flexibility.

The company has more than 36 years’

experience of selling and supporting Teca-

Print equipment and also offer plates,

consumables, product training and

machine service. 

❐ Laser lines (01295 672500) – a leading

supplier of lasers and accessories,

positioning equipment, rapid prototype

machines and vacuum casting systems.

The company also has a sub-contract

facility for laser material processing, rapid

prototyping and vacuum casting, with

rapid turn-around capability.

❐ Mikron Assembly Technology

(www.mikron.com) – is a leading

manufacturer of customised, high

performance, high output assembly and

test solutions that lower life cycle cost,

improve efficiency, quality and overall

system flexibility.

❐ Paragon Rapid Technologies (01325 333

141) – rapid prototyping service. Partners

in the business Phill Adamson and Peter

Humphrey have previously worked for

industry-leading companies and have

some 20 years’ experience between

them in the rapid prototyping industry.

Both were key in establishing the former

Styles RPD as Europe’s leading prototype

supplier.

Rofin-Baasel is

recognised as a leading

manufacturer of lasers and

laser-based solutions 
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Over the past three years, Paragon

has established itself as one of the

market leaders for quality and service in

the rapid prototyping industry and has

developed into a 25-strong company,

with £1.2 million turnover.

❐ PI (Physik Instrmente) (01234 756360)

– offers a new miniature hexapod, 6-axis

positioning robot appropriate for micro-

machining and micro-manipulation tasks.

The palm-sized system, which is only 

100 mm in diameter, can provide a

positioning range of up to 40 mm in the X

and Y axes, and 13 mm in Z. Up to 60° of

rotation is possible about the Z-axis. The

system is supplied with controller and a

range of software tools that allow the

user to perform complex movement

tasks. The pivot point of the rotational

axes can be user defined, so simplifying

complex optical and mechanical

alignment tasks. Driven by brushless DC

motors, the platform can position with 

a minimum incremental motion of 

<1 micron in the linear axes and 3.5

microrad in rotation. The maximum

velocity is 10 mm/sec and the maximum

load that can be applied is 5 kgs.

❐ Proto Labs (01952 607 447) – claimed

to be the world’s fastest source for

prototype and low-volume production

parts. With two quick-turn services: First

Cut offers CNC machining in a wide

choice of resins and aluminium;

Protomold offers injection moulding in a

choice of thousands of thermoplastics.

Using automated manufacturing systems

and proprietary software running on a

compute cluster, Proto Labs can deliver

an accurate, interactive quote within

hours and provide parts in one day.

❐ Rofin-Baasel (01327 701100) – with an

installed base exceeding 30,000 systems

worldwide, Rofin is recognised as a

leading manufacturer of lasers and laser-

based solutions. Lasers are an integral

part of the medical device manufacturing

industry and Rofin’s technology is

available for a diverse range of

applications – whether the high-speed

production of miniature cardio-vascular

stents, creating intricate spot welds of

less than 100 microns, welding and

joining plastic components or creating

high quality marks on medical implants.

❐ Rösler UK (0151 482 0444) – extremely

smooth and a high gloss finish are the

requirements for medical implants, and

these can be achieved via drag finishing

technology. Rösler drag finishing systems

allow the grinding/polishing of 24 parts,

distributed over four workstations, at a

time. With drag finishing, the parts never

touch each other and are completely

ground/polished, irrespective of their

shape. Several implant manufacturers are

already using the Rösler drag finishing

technology for their products.  

❐ Sovrin Plastics (01753 825155) – the

manufacture of high quality mould tools

and the precision injection moulding of

thermoplastics. As a total service

supplier, it offers a single, fully integrated

source for tooling, plastic injection

moulding, cleanroom injection moulding,

micro moulding, assembly, and printing

requirements moving from concept

through prototyping and into high volume

production. 

Sovrin Plastics’ sites house Six Class

7 (10,000) cleanrooms, technical plastic

injection moulding, and state-of-the-art

CAD/CAM and CNC tooling divisions.

❐ Springmasters (01527 521000) –

Springmasters Group (incorporating

Valley Spring and Belleville Springs) offers

a comprehensive range of compression,

extension, torsion and flat metal springs,

in a range from 0.1 mm to 50 mm. The

allied product range includes wire forms,

clips, disc springs, hose clamps and

circlips, which are available from stock.

❐ Swiss TEC (07733 609 346) – designs

and builds high-end, laser machining

systems for super-precision cutting,

drilling and welding of micro parts.

MEDTEC 2010 is co-located with

Advanced Manufacturing UK 2010, which

includes 3C (contamination control and

cleanroom products; VTX (vision

technology); MB&A (machine building

and automation); Practical Vacuum; and

MTEC (sensors, measurement and

instrumentation).■■■
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PI's hexapod, 6-axis positioning robot for micro-

machining and micro-manipulation tasks
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The One and Only . . .
CNC vice you’ll ever need

• Fast
Sub-60 second jaw changes, plus novel ‘Qwikslide’ mechanism

• Secure
Pull down gripping action with up to 4.5 tonnes clamping force

• Productive
Modular design with chip free, solid base

• Accurate & Repeatable
Virtually deflection-free grip, with repeatability to 0.01 mm

• Flexible
Jaws and accessories provide compatibility with knee mill vices

• High capacity
Up to 430 mm grip range 

Email: enquiries@1mta.com  Freephone: 0800 783 0510

Fax: 0800 783 0517  www.1mta.com
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Call 0800 783 0510 today to find out more or

arrange your free on site demonstration.

Chick’s One-Lok sets a new benchmark in CNC workholding –

eliminating all the drawbacks of traditional knee mill vices:

Boost your CNC production with faster 

and more accurate setups, lower costs, reduced

downtime, and increased throughput.
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One-hit winners
Andrew Allcock reviews three installations involving latest technology

turning equipment. Although the capacities differ, combining operations

in a single machine is a recurring theme

M
anufacture of mill-turned

components has become much

more profitable at Staffordshire Precision

Engineering (SPE), Newcastle-under-

Lyme, since the sub-contractor invested

in a Star SR-20J sliding-head CNC lathe

(01332 864455) in February 2009.

Joint managing directors Phil and

Gary Smith say it is the result of reducing

cycle times on existing components and

bringing work in-house that was

previously sub-contracted.  Most

importantly, however, the Star lathe gives

them the opportunity of attracting new

business that they would not otherwise

have won.

In the past four years, SPE has spent

£500,000 on new CNC plant, including

the Star multi-axis lathe, which has made

a considerable impact on the sub-

contractor’s shopfloor. For example, there

has been a 35 per cent saving in the time

taken to turn a family of titanium

aerospace components. Manufactured by

SPE for a global aerospace customer, the

components were previously machined in

a longer cycle on a fixed-head CNC lathe.

In addition, subsequent operations were

needed on a centre lathe to de-pip the

reverse end after part-off, or to deburr

inside diameter edges. 

Comments Mr Smith: “The savings on

this family of parts alone are substantial,

as we can produce them in one hit on

the Star and achieve a better lead-time.”

There were several factors that

convinced SPE to invest in sliding-head

technology.  The most significant was

that the company was often 30 per cent

too expensive when quoting to produce

some volume turned parts, especially

those of a smaller diameter.  

The company had considered

investing in sliding-head technology in the

past, but held reservations about set-up

times. “We knew of the process, but had

been put off, due to fears about how long

it would take to set up jobs,” recalls Mr

Smith. “People said it could take five

hours to change over a CNC slider to

make a new part and then, with batch

runs becoming smaller these days, the

machine would run for only a day or so.

“On the contrary, we find the Star

quick to set up. Programming a new part

at the Fanuc control is straightforward,

particularly if it is a variant within an

existing family of components, and we

are back into production rapidly.”

HOBBING ON SLIDING-HEADS

Gibbs Gears Precision Engineers produces

more than 600,000 gears a year at its

Stoke Mandeville sub-contract and

development machine shop. Of these,

some 200,000 are produced on a top-of-

the-range Citizen (01923 691500) M32-V

CNC sliding-head turn-mill centre in single-

cycle operations involving turning and gear

hobbing, with certain gears also requiring

the additional milling of drive hexagons. 

Such was the significance of the

Citizen installation to the £3.75 million

turnover company that it became a key

element to help ride out the growing

effects of the recession, which, at the

time (September 2008), were beginning

to bite. On the back of the Citizen

installation, Gibbs Gears was able to

secure a competitively priced contract

that resulted in the retention of gear

production in the UK and reversed plans

by the long-served customer to source

these volume parts offshore and, as a

result, close its UK gear machining

facility.  

Says managing director Reece Garrod:

“We took a flyer on  buying the machine

and came up trumps. When we originally

found out the customer was possibly

closing its UK operation for gear

machining, we made an approach and,

with the help of Citizen Machinery UK,

quoted against its targeted overseas

suppliers for the range of 30 fine pitch

spur gears between 5 mm dia by 0.3

module and 18 mm by 0.8 module.” 

As Gibbs Gears was working on the

premise of using the latest single-cycle

machining technology, with the ability to

run unmanned at night, it found it was

very competitive in meeting the

proposed offshore pricing strategy of the

customer. 

“We could easily ensure the level of

26

Sliding-head set-ups are not lengthy,

says sub-contractor SPE

Gibbs Gear Precision Engineers beats overseas

competition with its sliding-head technology
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quality and we gave the customer

confidence that we could meet the 

tough demands on delivery to line,” 

Mr Garrett adds.

During the negotiations, technical

director David Worthington approached the

suppliers of sliding-head machines and had

sample components produced. Due to the

locality of Citizen Machinery UK at nearby

Watford, coupled with the service and

support given that helped to win the

contract, he ordered the Citizen M32-V. 

“Although the machine was over

capacity with its 32 mm bar size for our

immediate needs, when the largest gear

we were quoting for was being produced

from 18 mm material, the machine

guaranteed the additional rigidity for

heavier and greater consistency for

hobbing teeth without vibration. It also

gave us the added flexibility to produce

further sub-contract components when

needed,” says Mr Worthington.

To which Mr Garrod adds: ”In the

event, installing the Citizen was a life

saver. Had it not been for winning this

contract, over the coming few months

our business could have been slashed by

half, due to market conditions. However,

our fortunes changed. Two competitors

went out of business, which helped to

raise the order book and, by the New

Year, we had benefited from a

considerable increase in new business.

Such was the effect that we had to

increase our workforce by taking on a

few employees from the gear customer

that ceased production, which raised our

head count to 40.” In fact, he qualifies the

change in circumstance by indicating

how the last financial year, closing in

August 2009, saw sales of £3.75 million

achieved, equal to the previous year.

CAM AUTOS REPLACED 

St Helens, Lancs-based sub-contractor

Wealdpark installed sliding-head

machines to replace its 50 mm diameter

capacity cam autos. However, with a

diameter less than 50 mm, the company

also installed a Miyano BNE-51SY5

(01384 489500). 

The 51 mm diameter Miyano turning

centre, purchased in 2008, freed up work

from many of the cam autos working

outside the 32 mm diameter capacity of

the sliding-head machines. The 8-axis

Miyano turning centre, with two

opposing main spindles plus lower and

upper turrets and Y-axis slides, enabled

Wealdpark to produce parts in one-hit, as

opposed to multiple set-ups that were

the norm with the cam autos.

The Miyano soon replaced four cam

autos by eliminating second ops and

improving cycle times, while creating

space on the shopfloor. Phil Smith,

company director, says: “The Miyano has

blown the cam auto cycle times out of

the water. The difference is that the

Miyano can run for 16 hours a day

without intervention, while the cam

autos need regular operator intervention.

This allows us to run the machines for

160-plus hours a week, despite only

working a 37-hour week.

“During the downturn, all businesses

look at the bottom line, and pay more

attention to costs and how it may be

possible to cut back. With the Miyano,

we have naturally made significant

savings that we were unaware of. For

instance, 10 cam autos require constant

operator attention. 

“In the last 12 months, we have been

able to relocate employees, while any

people that have left the company have

not been replaced, so the Miyano has

contributed to reducing our wage bill. At

one point, we had 53 staff, a major

commitment in terms of paying salaries;

we now have 17 employees. This is not 

a direct result of the downturn, but

efficiency savings created by our

technology investments.” ■■■

TURNING

A Miyano machine has ousted cam auto technology

for parts larger than 32 mm, at Wealdpark
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Heinz 
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● Advanced Cutting 
Tools Ltd 

 North East

☎ 0191 487 4010

● Brunswick Tooling 
Ltd 

 West Yorkshire

☎ 01484 719900

● CR Hollands 
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☎ 01453 839600

● Jemma Tools Group
 South of England

☎ 01825 761711

● Matrix Tooling 
Services 
Nottingham Area

☎ 0870 850 5075

● Riley & Shutt 
Manchester

☎ 01254 872333

www.heinzkaiser.com
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Andrew Allcock reviews three company installations where the automation features of the installed 

CAM system are delivering significant improvements on previous practice

Z
egla-plast Kunststoffspritzerei GmbH

& Co. KG, Schwarzenbach, Germany,

manufactures complex plastic parts in

many variants for the automotive and

processing industries. It also produces

the required injection moulds in its own

mould making plant. A significant

contribution to the precision of the tools

– and, therefore, of the plastic products –

is made by Delcam’s PowerMILL CAM

software (0121 766 5544). Its open

interfaces have enabled a novel CAM

programming solution for electrode

machining – the ‘macrogenerator’. 

“At Zegla-plast, we often design very

complex tools, for which 300 to 400

electrodes may be required,” explains

Hans Hacker, EDP operator and the

‘intellectual father’ of the

macrogenerator. “To write the NC

program for machining an electrode in

PowerMILL, I would normally have to

select the strategy for every single cutter,

enter the speeds and feed rates, select

the cutting tools, start the calculation and

then repeat the entire process. This takes

a lot of time, it’s fiddly and a lot of work.

So it was essential to find a way of

automating the CAM programming of the

electrodes.” 

And the result is a much easier and

quicker system. “First, you allocate article

numbers to the electrodes in 

the data-entry dialogue of an Access

database and then you can enter various

predefined parameters – like offset,

precision, material, etc,” he explains.

“Then I launch the macrogenerator, with

PowerMILL running in parallel to it. In the

background of the program, there is a

small tools database, which holds all the

necessary milling information. The

macrogenerator reads in every electrode

from the database and automatically

checks the smallest radius of the

workpiece geometry to be processed.

Following this, the macrogenerator

directly selects the most efficient

machining strategy. If everything is okay,

the electrode goes off to be milled and

the macrogenerator checks or modifies

the parameters for the next electrode.

“What makes PowerMILL special, and

the reason why the macrogenerator can

function at all, lies in the open structure

of our CAM system,” explains Delcam

GmbH sales director Ferdinand Hoischen.

“PowerMILL offers the advanced user

the possibility to create his own

interface, through which he can have an

influence on the calculation process,

carry out editing and then see the effects

of the changes.”

The automation of electrode

programming has also been tackled in

the USA, by the EDM Department, based

in Bartlett, Illinois. The EDM Department

provides EDM tooling and contract

manufacturing, and has overcome the

challenges of small batch (often one)

EDM manufacture with the aid of ESPRIT

CADCAM software (Somatech, 0871 218

3001). “The ESPRIT KnowledgeBase

machining capabilities enable us to

embed our machining expertise within

the software, which substantially reduces

programming time,” explains Mark

Zegla-plast Kunststoffspritzerei is using Delcam software to support an automated approach
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Raleigh, president of the EDM

Department. “We are using knowledge-

based machining to develop a storehouse

of optimised machining operations that

we use over and over again to ensure

that each of our programs is as

productive as possible.”

The EDM Department previously

developed CAM programs for producing

sinker EDM moulds, using two-

dimensional CAM programming

software, augmented with manually

written G-code to support 3D machining.

In addition, the software did not support

new generation machines, such as mill-

turn lathes and four-axis machining

centres, so the only way to program

them was, again, to write G-code to

support advanced machine functions.

TEDIUM RELIEVED

So EDM Department installed the solid-

model based CAM software system.

“We picked ESPRIT because of its

unique KnowledgeBase machining

capabilities,” Mr Raleigh explains.

“ESPRIT provides a wide range of

features that embed machining and tool

expertise into the software. This saves

time by automating many tedious

programming functions. The knowledge

base also can help reduce machining

cycle times by providing programmers

with standardised operations that have

been optimised by highly skilled and

experienced programmers.” 

Over time, the company has created 

a library of machining operations that

handle the vast majority of its

programming tasks. Today, when a

programmer creates a new CAM

program, he can simply drag and drop

machining operations from the library,

rather than creating them from scratch.

Staying with automation in America,

and Delcam’s FeatureCAM knowledge-

based CAM system (0121 766 5544) has

reduced programming time for feature-

intensive 2.5D parts by 50 per cent to 75

per cent and for less feature-intensive 3D

parts by 25 per cent at Vector Tool &

Engineering, Kansas City, Missouri.  

For the mould making company that

generates an average of 240 new

programs every month, time savings are

substantial. In addition, machining time

has been saved by the software’s more

efficient rest-machining and trochoidal-

milling capabilities.

While Vector Tool continues to see

growth in new mould builds, the

company also carries out extensive

revision, rebuild and maintenance for its

customers, both inside and outside the

Peterson Group. This combination of

work requires fast reaction times to keep

customers up and running. 

“Our business has become more and

more competitive, and CNC

programming has always been a very

critical factor for us,” explains Randy

Bennett, lead programmer for Vector

Tool.  “We felt that we needed a major

improvement in efficiency that we were

not getting from our previous software.

The thing that sold us on FeatureCAM

was its ability to automatically recognise

features such as holes, pockets, bosses

and slots, in 3D solid and surface

models. This means that we don’t have

to deal with each individual surface, but

can program features instead. This is

much less time-intensive, because there

are far fewer features and because the

inherent commonality of features means

that they can often be programmed from

libraries.”

After the design phase is complete,

the company’s CNC programmers begin

by importing the component. After the

programmer is satisfied with the way

that the features have been defined, the

next step is to pick tools, and speeds

and feeds, for machining each feature.

The natural repetitiveness of features

means that it is often possible to pick a

tool and machining conditions from a

similar example that has been machined

previously and saved in the software’s

library. Many parts also have multiple

copies of some features and, in this

case, the relevant program can be

copied easily to each location where it is

needed.■■■
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What’s in a strategy?

Mastercam (4D Engineering, 01285 650111) recently introduced a new strategy, Dynamic

Milling. The company has demonstrated the benefits via a worked example, comparing

Dynamic Milling against a typical Zigzag Milling strategy. To highlight how the 2D high

speed toolpaths can handle open pockets with islands and multiple entry points, an open

pocket was selected for the experiment. 

Tools employed were high speed Steel 9.5 mm diameter, two-flute end mills; material

AL 6061-T651. At a feed rate of 762 mm/min, the tool failed when both sides were engaged

for an extended time in full material cut. At 381 mm/min, the tool cut the pocket

successfully, but the tool was close to failure and the pocket took over four minutes to

cut. The ‘full depth-of-cut method’ could be used for only two parts; the third part failed,

due to excessive chip loading.

Dynamic toolpaths (with dynamic core mill passes enabled) guarantee an efficient

toolpath, with a consistent chip load that yields the best possible machining solution. The

experiment tested the toolpath to failure and then the feed rate was adjusted to 1,000

mm/min. The toolpath produced a reliable pocket operation in less than 3 minutes!

Additionally, the chips cleared consistently and reliably. 

Visit http://tinyurl.com/dynamicmill

US-based EDM Department is automating CAM

processes with ESPRIT software
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STAND NO. 5168

Nest with the Best:

The world’s most 
productive nesting software.

Best material usage�Q

Faster cutting time�Q

For better nesting experience, call:
United Kingdom

+44 2476 323 065
SigmaTEK Europe Ltd 

+44 2476 323 060 Fax 
www.sigmanest.co.uk

Germany

+49 203 306 4640
SigmaNEST Systems GmbH 

+49 203 306 4641 Fax 
www.sigmanest.de

Italy

+39 0173 466689
SigmaTEK S.r.l

+39 0173/ 466821 Fax
www.sigmanest.it

Spain

+34 943 615 187
SigmaNEST España 

+34 943 615 717 Fax
www.sigmanest.es

Netherlands

+31 320 250005
SigmaNEST Systems GmbH 

+31 320 255590 Fax
www.sigmanest.com

Better part quality�Q

One software for all machines�Q

SigmaNEST® is a CAD/CAM nesting software for plasma, punch, 

laser, waterjet, oxyfuel, knife, router machines and plate drilling.

©2010 SigmaTEK Systems, LLCwww.sigmanest.com
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LACQUER PROCESS
FOR ALUMINIUM,
STAINLESS STEEL AND
NON-FERROUS METAL

LACQUER PROCESS
FOR ALUMINIUM,
STAINLESS STEEL AND
NON-FERROUS METAL

A simple cost effective way 
to produce coloured and clear

coating on most metallic
substrates.

“In house” alternative 
to anodising, even on 

complex alloys.

32

Victor Europe Ltd   Victor House   Eagle Technology Park   Queensway   Rochdale   OL11 1TQ   UK

t +44 (0) 1706 648485   f +44 (0) 1706 648483   e sales@victoreurope.com A Victor Group Company

Introducing the NEW Vturn-X200 Multi Tasking Mill/Turn Lathe and Vcenter-X300 4/5-Axis VMCs.

Visit www.victoreurope.com or call +44 (0) 1706 648485 to find out what everyone’s talking about.
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BRIEFS

hyperMill certified
Autodesk has certified that

the hyperMILL CAM

solution from Open Mind

Technologies (01865 338

026) is compatible with

Autodesk Inventor 2010.

This confirms that

hyperMILL provides full

integration and data

associativity with the new

release of the CAD suite.

High feed end mills
Hanita high feed end mills

7FN7 and 7FN6 from ITC

(01827 304500) permit

high feed machining with

their six flutes and

innovative geometry,

improving metal removal

rates by up to 190 per

cent, feed rates by three

times, compared to

competitor products.

The 70N7 is for cutting

materials beyond 50 HRc

and the 70N6 for materials

from 40 to 52 HRc, with

an additional 7FN7 and

7FN6 series available with

imperial dimensions.

The metric range is

available in 2 mm diameter

increments, from 6 to 

12 mm for small

components, with 16 and

20 mm cutters available

for increased metal

removal at high feed rates.

The solid carbide cutters

have a reach of 18, 24, 30,

36, 48 and 60 mm for

machining pockets and

long reach applications,

with an overall length of

63, 76, 89, 100, 110 and

125 mm, respectively.

The Hanita range is said

to be effective in 

3D machining, helical

ramping, circular

interpolation, face milling

and pocketing.

www.machinery.co.uk • March 2010

MOULD AND DIE

Benefits magnified for Carl Zeiss electron microscope 

Proper planning pays off for German mould tool maker

Midas Pattern Company’s

revolutionary MRIM

composite resin tooling and

production moulding system

has helped Carl Zeiss achieve

a complete facelift for its range

of EVO Scanning Electron

Microscopes (SEM). 

Working in partnership with

DesignEdge, a Cambridge-

based industrial design and

engineering agency, Midas

Pattern (01234 358394) was

able to provide tooling and

parts for three mouldings,

supplied in suites to meet the

requirements of different sizes

of microscope made by the

measurement specialist. 

Seeing that most of its

competitors produced

equipment functional in

appearance, Carl Zeiss

decided to inject styling to

improve the aesthetics and

enhance the high-end brand

positioning of the EVO. Based

on successes with previous

projects, Carl Zeiss worked

with DesignEdge to develop

an advanced and eye-catching

aesthetic, with a design quality

more commonly associated

with consumer items of far

higher volume.

“All too often, design has

been an afterthought behind

function, technology and

price,” says DesignEdge co-

director Bruce Hutchinson.

Finding a suitable

manufacturing process to

match the anticipated design

aesthetics and stay within

budget would be crucial to the

success of the project.

“Fortunately, we are very

familiar with Midas Pattern

Company and their MRIM

system,” says Mr Hutchinson.

“The main microscope cover

is a complex, large, deep

component, which, combined

with volumes in the hundreds

per year, makes it very well

suited to MRIM.”

TriWeFo GmbH, Helmsdorf,

Germany, has installed 15

seats of Sescoi’s ERP system

WorkPLAN Enterprise (0844

561 7014) to enable it to

achieve complete transparency

in its mould making activities. 

Implemented in 2008 to

replace an existing production

planning system, Thomas-A

Dargel, manager at TriWeFo,

says: “WorkPLAN Enterprise

has enabled us to simulate our

company, product structure

and way of working, even

down to the specific

terminology we use. Our

employees have found this to

be very helpful when using 

the system, enabling them to

become familiar with it straight

away.”

Part of the Tridelta GmbH

group, TriWeFo employs

around 80 people and

manufactures injection moulds

up to 7.5 tonnes. Its previous

manual data collection and

management methods were

time-consuming and prone to

error, as they relied on the

transfer of information from

job cards.

WorkPLAN Enterprise

allocates a unique number to

each mould, which it retains

for its whole life, from

conception to modification,

and repair, and links it to a

complete assembly history.

“The software allows us 

to track the complete mould,

specific groups of components

or individual parts. Barcodes

give us immediate feedback

on the status of manufacture,

enabling us to be certain that

critical parts are running to

schedule,” reports Felix

Hübschmann, project

manager.
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REBUILD/RETROFIT/SERVICE

Global service ambition

www.machinery.co.uk • March 2010

It may not appear to be anything special, at the superficial level, but

Konecranes’ acquisition of a number of UK machine tool service

operations is part of a global push. Andrew Allcock reports

I
n January 2010, Konecranes expanded

its machine tool service (MTS)

business in the UK by acquiring Scotland-

based company Axis Machine Tool

Engineers, East Kilbride.

It is the latest move, in the UK, by the

Finland-headquartered company that

aims to become the largest independent

machine tool servicing operation in the

world, says Victoria Jeal, marketing and

communications, Konecranes MTS. 

Prior to this latest acquisition, over the

past two years Konecranes had acquired

three MTS companies in the UK. Lincoln-

based K&B Europe, with its subsidiary

K&B Machine Tool Services, located in

the East Midlands, was acquired in July

2008; Electron Service, Wednesbury,

was acquired at the end of October

2008; and the assets of Machine Tool

Services (GB), Lewes in Sussex, were

acquired at the beginning of November

2008. These have combined net sales 

of approximately €4.5 million and more

than 32 employees.

All companies now trade as

Konecranes MTS, as will Axis, in due

course, which also represents some

machine tool suppliers. 

Up until 2008, Konecranes MTS was

focused on Finland, Sweden and Norway.

It then acquired its first UK companies.

Recently, outside of the UK, in October

last year it acquired Machine Tool

Solutions Unlimited, Cincinnati, Ohio, 

US, while, in January this year, AH

Maskinservice A/S, Denmark, was

snapped up. 

MTS now has operations in Finland,

Norway, Sweden, Ukraine, Estonia, US,

Denmark and, of course, the UK. 

The services that Konecranes MTS

supplies include: breakdown response;

general service and maintenance

contracts to meet the requirements of

ISO 9001:9002; geometry and alignment

checks; safety audits that meet EU

regulations; maintenance management,

incorporating TPM (total productive

maintenance) and OPM (operator

planned maintenance); machine

scheduling and planning; installation and

relocation for an individual machine to a

complete factory relocation; rebuild and

retrofit; technical telephone support

hotline; parts procurement; rotary table

and barfeed specialists; plus the supply

of a wide range of ancillary products,

including indexers, rotary tables, pallet

systems and automation. Konecranes

MTS offers service under five levels: 

❐ Level 1 – Contact – Konecranes MTS

provides the required services, spare

parts and other products, but leaves the

responsibility and freedom to arrange and

manage the maintenance activities to the

customer. 

❐ Level 2 – Condition – For periodic and

scheduled inspections, Konecranes MTS

provides inspection services to analyse

equipment. The inspection report gives

exact information for the planning of

maintenance activities, including the

need for repairs and other preventative

actions to improve equipment reliability. 

❐ Level 3 – Care –Konecranes MTS takes

responsibility for planning, arranging and

managing inspections and preventive

maintenance activities. It also provides

planned repairs, based on its

recommendations. 

❐ Level 4 – Commitment – Konecranes

MTS offers a complete maintenance

solution package, with a long-term

development plan, tied to critical

performance indicators. It plans, arranges

and executes activities, including

inspections, preventive maintenance,

spare parts, on-call service, personnel

and site management, as well as long-

term planning. 

❐ Level 5 – Complete – a long-term

contract, where Konecranes MTS

provides a complete service package,

with full responsibility for equipment and

personnel.

Cooper Roller Bearings, Kings Lynn, is

a Konercranes MTS customer. For years

it had been experiencing problems with

inconsistent and costly machine tool

service providers. Critical machine

downtime and costs had become a

significant problem. 

Konecranes MTS offered a complete

preventive maintenance package that

ensured machine tools were serviced on

an annual and six-monthly basis, which

minimised downtime. This was

scheduled on its on-line Q3 maintenance

management system that enabled

Cooper Roller Bearings to interact with

the maintenance options. 

The complete package provided

Cooper Roller Bearings with regular

service, improved availability, reduced

downtime, machine tool condition

monitoring, a professional and prompt

service and a cost-effective solution,

reports Konecranes MTS.■■■

Local service with global backing 
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T h e  w e b s i t e  f o r  p r o d u c t i o n  e n g i n e e r s

NEW SITE   NOW LIVE

With more news, more technical features,

new sections, improved user interactivity

and better functionality.

As well as our increased news output, the

new website includes Machinery TV, a

video channel, allowing you to see

machines under power and to learn from

educational seminars or webinars.

Follow us on 

http://twitter.com/Machinerytweets
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PRODUCTS   & SERVICES

TELEPHONE: John Passmore on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: services@machinery.co.uk

Abrasive Systems

CNC Training/Programming

Cutting - Gears

The Market Leaders

since 1975

DEBURRING and

FINISHING MACHINES for

FLAT and SHAPED

Components

both INSIDE and OUT

www.ellesco.co.uk

01202 499400

“The complete CNC Applications Service”
✔ CNC Training on all CNC controls

✔ CNC Programming for all machines

✔ CAM, DNC & Verification software

✔ Independent, unbiased advice
t: 01926 614882    f: 01926 614884

e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk  w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

GARDNER

C.N.C.

GUEST GEAR SERVICES
Bevel Gear Specialists

Spiral, Straight, Hypoid & Zerol
We have over 40 years experience in

producing these highly complex
components, not only for industrial
applications, but also for vintage &

classic cars and the motorsport industry.

Higham Mead, Higham Road,
Chesham, Bucks HP5 2AH

Tel: 01494 794667  Fax: 01494 794668
Email: guestgears@yahoo.com

DUCKWORTH & KENT
(READING) LTD

precision machinists and toolmakers

Low volume, high quality machining in
difficult materials, prototypes, Est. 1967.

• CNC / Conventional machining. 
• Grinding 

• CNC wire erosion 
• CNC EDM machining
(Inc. rapid hole drilling) 

• Assembly 

TEL: 0118 9426232 / 9429828
FAX :  0118 9451191
EMAIL: duckworth.kent@btconnect.com
WEB:  www.duckworthandkent.net

CNC Machining

CNC Machining

Blacking

CNC Services

Room Temperature

BLACKING
So simple to do in-house

BLACKFAST for the

best BLACK finish

T: 020 8336 2900
E: sales@blackfast.com
www.blackfast.com

Qualiturn Products Ltd,

18 Merchant Drive,

Mead Lane Industrial Estate,

Hertford, Herts SG13 7AY

T +44 (0)1992 584499

F +44 (0)1992 551726

E sales@qualiturn.co.uk

www.qualiturn.co.uk

Central Coolant Plant

Coolant Mixing Valves

To advertise here please call

John Passmore on 01322 221144

To advertise here please call

John Passmore on 01322 221144

Coolant mixing valve

Water driven piston

Competitively priced

2% to 10% ratios

MacInnes Tooling Ltd

Helensburgh G84 7DL

T: 01436 676913  F: 01436 678877

www.macinnes.co.uk

Central Coolant Systems

Fully automatic

www.macinnes.co.uk
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david@djgarner.com
www.djgarner.com

Aerospace Machining

Deep Hole Drilling   Deep Hole Boring  CNC Gundrilling  EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

Hone-All Precision Limited Leighton Buzzard  LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 Fax 0845 5555 222 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk Website hone-all.co.uk

FM 38790

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating z 99% On Time Delivery z 99% Product Quality z 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling

k

Subcon Drilling’s entire focus is on the core activities

of gundrilling, honing and superfinishing.

We don’t do anything else. Ever

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace

industry as a company it can trust, a company

it can do business with.

Call 01442 205960
or vist www.subdrilling.co.uk to find out more.

Subcon Drilling Ltd

Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,

Eastman Way,

Hemel Hempstead,

Hertfordshire,

HP2 7FW  

• Deep hole drilling machines in

standard and special design

• Gun drills and accessories

• Deep hole drilling units and coolant

systems

• Subcontract deep hole

drilling service

• Spares and service for TBT,

GKT and SIG machines

TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,

Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU

Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260

Email: info@tbtuk.com

Probably 
the largest

stock of 
gundrills in

the UK

TBT
UK LIMITED
PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING
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TELEPHONE: John Passmore on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: services@machinery.co.uk

CNC Grinding specialists ISO 9001:2008
5 CNC Cylindrical 250 dia x 1000 2 Sunnen Honing Machines

2 CNC Internal 200 dia x 300 1 Centreless 100 x 300

CNC Surface Grinder 300 x 600 3 Surface Grinders 400 x 700

1 Okuma Universal 560 dia x 1100 2 Studer RHU 500 – 100 x 500 

1 CNC Voumard Internal 300 dia length 1300 B Axis 15 deg

Aerospace, Defence, F1, Offshore, Pharmaceutical, Packaging

CNC Turning, Milling capacity on 21 Mazak CNC Machines

Unit 1A, Horndon Business Park, Station Road,
West Horndon, Brentwood, Essex CM13 3XL

Tel: 01277 810111 • Fax: 01277 810112
E-mail: sales@rsceng.co.uk

MULTIGRIND SERVICES LTD
The Complete Package

Precision engineers in CNC Grinding, Turning and Milling.

• Centreless Grinding
• Surface Grinding
• Universal Grinding
• CNC Grinding
• CNC Turning 
• CNC Milling

Tel: 01923 721011    Fax: 01923 777915
Email: sales@multigrind.co.uk    Web: www.multigrind.co.uk

Grinding

Honing

k

Subcon Drilling’s entire focus is on the core activities

of gundrilling, honing and superfinishing.

We don’t do anything else. Ever

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace

industry as a company it can trust, a company

it can do business with.

Call 01442 205960
or vist www.subdrilling.co.uk to find out more.

Subcon Drilling Ltd

Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,

Eastman Way,

Hemel Hempstead,

Hertfordshire,

HP2 7FW  

Alpha Works, Alstone Lane, 

Cheltenham, GL51 8ES

Tel: 01242 525 868      Fax: 01242 224 738

sales@apperleyhoning.co.uk

www.apperleyhoning.co.uk

• Precision honing engineers

• Same-day honing service available

• Delicate parts honed down to 1.50mm ø

• Heavy parts up to 750mm ø and 9m long

• Experts in blind end & thin wall parts

• Specialist in stainless & nickel alloys

• Established in 1963

• ISO 9001 registered

Laser Cutting

Laser Cutting

Telephone:  
Facsimile: 

www.carltonlaser.co.uk
Email: sales@carltonlaser.co.uk

I know that 
we’ll deliver 
on time and 
help cut 
your costs!”

“If you source laser
  profiling, fabrication 
  or turret punching...

Dennis Kent
Managing Director

Carlton Laser 
Services Limited

CARLTON 

LASER 

SERVICES 

LIMITED

0116 222 3192
0116 233 9992

SUPPLIER OF 
THE YEAR 2008

AS9100 approved

Finishing

EDM

EDM PROBLEMS?

* SPARCATRON * GLEVUM
* HURCO * AGEMASPARK *

Full Spares and Service from the
Specialists

* Fast hole drills * Orbicut Systems

* ZNC/PNC/CNC Sink Machines

* Dielectric Fluid * Range of Used Machines 

* 3R Tooling * Training * Consumables

SES (GLOS) LTD
Tel: +44 (0) 1531 637050 Fax: +44 (0) 1531 637055

Email: service@sparcerosion.biz

EDM SALES & SERVICES

T: +44 (0)1594 826779  F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk  W: www.edm.co.uk

SALES

Visit our website for a large selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

CONSUMABLES

Currently over 10,000 consumable parts in stock.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.

Deep Hole Drilling

TEL: 01727 825031       FAX: 01727 826819
Wellington Road, London Colney, St Albans AL2 1EY

Ask Premier about
deep hole drilling...
it’s in our nature

DEEP HOLE

DRILLING

GUNDRILLING

HONING

Web: www.premier-drilling.co.uk
E-mail: sales@premier-drilling.co.uk

AS9100 Aerospace Certification

Deburring Machines

Another way to
get the order:

www.fladder.com

Presenting workpieces with a

perfect deburring and uniform

rounded edges.

A fast and low cost process!

Dynamic Balancing

Specialist dynamic balancing services with in-house and
on-site facilities. Established 1968.

ISO 9001:2000, AS 9100B, Rolls Royce approval
Vertical balancing up to 200kg and 1000mm diameter
Horizontal balancing up to 6000kg and 3500mm
diameter and 6500mm length.

Extensive machining facilities

On-site servicing and plant maintenance including thermography and machine condition monitoring.

0121 561 4615 www.wdbltd.co.uk

To advertise here please call

John Passmore on 01322 221144

To advertise here please call

John Passmore on 01322 221144
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TELEPHONE: John Passmore on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: services@machinery.co.uk

With more news, more

technical features, new

sections, improved user

interactivity and better

functionality.

As well as our increased

news output, the new website includes Machinery TV –

a video channel – allowing you to see machines under

power and to learn from educational seminars or

webinars.

Surface Finishing

Tapping

CUT YOUR COSTS
on secondary operations.

we can do it cheaper than

you can do it in-house

35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Tel: 01789 400567

www.drillandtap.co.uk

Lubrication Systems

Tapping Oils

Long life coolants

Hi tech coolants

Budget coolants

Tapping oils

MacInnes Tooling Ltd

Helensburgh G84 7DL

T: 01436 676913  F: 01436 678877

www.macinnes.co.uk

Minimum
quantity

lubrication
systems

Replaces coolant. Ideal for large

m/cs’ e.g. Horizontal borers.

MacInnes Tooling Ltd

Helensburgh G84 7DL

T: 01436 676913  F: 01436 678877

www.macinnes.co.uk

Machine Repairs - Viewing Panels

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,

Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS

Tel: 02476 366503  Fax: 02476 361979

Email: will@technovaprecision.com

Web: www.technovaprecision.com

We offer a complete rebuild

service of:

• CNC Machining centre spindles

• CNC Lathe heads

• Grinding spindles (both belt

driven & high frequency types)

• Tailstocks

• Fine borng spindles

• Milling spindles

• Centre-less grinding spindles,

workheads, wheelheads etc.

Sawing

SAWS (UK) Ltd.
ALLIGATOR

BANDSAWS

• Blades • Machinery • Coolant • Advice

FREEPHONE: 0800 521292

www.sawsuk.com

To advertise here
please call

John Passmore on

01322 221144

To advertise here
please call

John Passmore on

01322 221144

Springs

New innovative plastic
composite compression

springs and mini
compression springs. 

Telephone: 0118 978 1800

E-mail: abinding@leespring.co.uk

Web: www.leespring.co.uk

Workholding

Turning/Milling

UK Distributor for
SAMCHULLY

CHUCKS, LANG
AUTOMATION AND

WORKHOLDING, WITTE
VACUUM CLAMPING AND

TEC STANDARD AND
SPECIAL CHUCK JAWS

Tel: 01844 208050 Fax: 01844 201699
www.thameworkholding.com

VICTOR Europe
Limited

A wholly owned subsidiary of VICTOR
Taichung Machinery the manufacturer
of the Victor range of CNC Lathes &

Machining Centres.

www.victoreurope.com

for the comprehensive range

Tel: 01706 648485

email: sales@victoreurope.com

modular workholding
and chip removal

www.triag.com

Spindle Repair

Spindle Services Ltd

Reconditioning and remanufacturing of all

types and makes of machine tool spindles.

Design and manufacture of spindles for the

OEM industry. Manufacture/reclamation

of spindle components.

Tel: 024 7663 7771

Email: sales@spindleservices.co.uk

Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk
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MQL CUTS CNC PRODUCTION COSTS

Introduce a BIELOMATIK MQL [minimal quality

lubrication] system into any CNC machining

operation and the rewards are immediate –

improved productivity, dramatic lowering of

tool-tip lubricant costs and elimination of the

need to degrease components as well as swarf.

A BIELOMATIK MQL system brings all-round financial gains and creates a cleaner

working environment.

Tel: 01480 408500 Web: www.bielomatik.co.uk

Leuze Bielomatik UK

Heinz Kaiser AG Manufacturers a

range of Precision Modular Boring

tools for a large range of

manufacturing materials and sizes.

The range covers 1 mm to 3 metre

bores, with all types of machine interface connections.

A new Ultra precision boring head has been added with 1 micron

adjustment capabilities.

The complete range is available from our network of UK partners.

Email John Claxton at john.claxton@heinzkaiser.com

Tel: +44 1420 569747 Web: www.heinzkaiser.com

Heinz Kaiser

CimWorks UK Ltd are

experienced in installing and

consulting in software and

hardware systems for

Meeting Quality and

Traceability requirement. Either Manufacturing or more quality oriented functions

like Gauge and Calibration Control, CimWorks UK can provide project planning, a

system (hardware and software), training and support. This has helped

Manufacturing companies, large and small concentrate on their core business,

while reducing effort in support areas.

Tel: (0)845 519 2397 Web: www.Cimworks.co.uk

Cim Works UK Ltd
Esab Cutting Systems stocks a range of

fully refurbished cutting machines as an

attractive alternative to new

investment. Critical components are

renewed to improve machine

performance, including mechanical

bearings, co-ordinate drive

mechanisms.

A new modern CNC control system gives benefits at a low initial cost. HD plasma,

gas cutting and combined machines are available.

Tel: +44 (0) 1264 332233 Web: www.esab.co.uk

Esab Cutting Systems

Designed for a TIG welding

applications, the Murex Tradestig

AC220 and AC220a compact welding

units are extremely robust, making

them ideal for the toughest industrial

environments. They are light and easy

to carry and with IP23 protection can

be used both outside and indoors. The

Tradestigs are designed for quality TIG welding with all types of material of

thicknesses up to five millimetres.

Tel: +44 (0) 800 3893152 Web: www.murexwelding.co.uk

Murex Welding

Medical Blast Finishing
The Guyson Mediblast range of stainless steel blast cabinets has

been especially engineered for medical product manufacturers

and laboratories where the introduction of ferrous contamination

would be detrimental to the production process. The Mediblast

cabinets are compatible with a wide range of blast media types

and grades, making them ideal for a broad range of medical

surface preparation, finishing and cleaning applications. Each

system also comes complete with an efficient dust collector so

enabling a clear view of the component surface whilst blasting.

Free component trials undertaken without obligation, contact

Guyson now.

Tel: 01756 799911 Web: www.guyson.co.uk

Guyson International Ltd
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The Ringler suction extraction device from M

Buttkereit can be supplied to cover a wide range of

machine shop and production engineering

requirements.

A particular feature is a patented suction and blast

nozzle, which has been purpose-designed for

cleaning-up workpieces that incorporate blind hole

drilling or machining.

Materials such as graphite, asbestos and plastics can be successfully handled,

together with toxic or other problematic dusts.

Tel: 0161 969 5418 Web: www.buttkereit.co.uk

M Buttkereit Ltd

SUPPLIER FOCUS

To find out more about marketing opportunities within the new Supplier Focus section of

Machinery, please contact John Passmore on 01322 221144 or email jpassmore@findlay.co.uk

The Premier Showcase for Medical Device

Technologies

Visitor registration is now open to this year’s

MEDTEC UK (Birmingham NEC, 27-28 April), the

UK’s premier medical device manufacturing forum

that provides design and manufacturing

professionals with the annual showcase of the

leading suppliers of raw materials and the latest manufacturing, automation technology and

outsourcing technologies and tools that will help them make/retain their world-class status.

Also featuring the renowned MEDTEC Conference and the new Medical Device Innovation

and Technology Forum.

Tel: 0203 1474620 Web: medtecukshow.com

MEDTEC UK
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PSL DataTrack’s Status Board display system

can effectively used in the Boardroom, giving

instant real-time updates of KPIs. Its multi-

layer charting facility displays information on

any aspect of the manufacturing process

including delivery and current WIP values

versus budgets; delivery performance; non-

conformance analysis. Its flexibility means

that information provided can be easily

expanded.

Tel: +44 (0) 8456 345931 Web: www.psldatatrack.com

PSL DataTrack

Now available in the UK from Wightman

Stewart is the WARDJet R-Series of

waterjet cutting tables. Designed for both

abrasive and pure waterjet cutting, the R-

Series WARDJet series comes in eight

standard sizes and features include a high

precision helical rack and split pinions to

achieve longer travel distances with no backlash. These have been designed to

meet the demand for the largest table sizes required for the fabrication of larger

parts typically found in the aerospace manufacturing and sub-contract industries

Tel: +44 (0) 1422 823801 Web: www.wightmanstewart.com

Wightman Stewart

SAFAN is the leader in the development and

innovation of press brakes and guillotines.

The SAFAN E-Brake concept results in a very even

distribution of forces, meaning no crowning table is

required. A new generation of electronics and

software makes operation and control fast and

precise. Cycle times are typically 30% faster and

running costs 50% lower than hydraulic press brakes.

Tel: 0116 200 1 777 Web: www.safan.co.uk

Safan UK Ltd

Polstore excels in the

manufacture and design of

CNC and machine tool

storage and transport

products. As exclusive

distributors in the UK and Ireland for FAMEPLA, we can provide standard and

bespoke systems to suit your exact requirements optimising productivity and

efficiency within the workplace. All our machine tool storage products ensure

smooth flow control with maximum flexibility.

Tel: 0870 850 4012 Web: www.polstore.co.uk

Polstore Storage Systems Limited

GibbsCAM from Tech CADCAM is a

powerfully simple, solids-based CAM

solution for prismatic 3D and full 5-

axis machining, with support for

lathes with multi-turrets & multi-

spindles. Total machine tool

simulation and full compatibility with

the leading solids-based CAD systems.

Tel: 01284 754781 Web: www.techcadcam.net

Tech CADCAM

Screen Solutions supply new and replacement viewing panels and vision glasses

to machine tool users throughout the UK. Offering a fast lead-time and

competitive prices, we can help you to keep down-time and disruption to a

minimum. For more information, contact info@safetyglazing.co.uk

Tel: 01730 262561 Web: www.safetyglazing.co.uk

Safety Glazing: Screen Solutions

Victor Europe Ltd is the wholly owned subsidiary of

Victor Taichung Machinery, the largest machine tool

manufacturer in Taiwan. Victor Europe supply the

Victor range of CNC lathes both horizontal and

vertical, CNC machining centres horizontal and

vertical and plastic injection moulding machines both

hydraulic and all electric. For more details, contact:

sales@victoreurope.com

Tel: 01706 648485 Web: www.victoreurope.com

A Victor Group Company

Victor Europe Ltd

SUPPLIER FOCUS

To find out more about marketing opportunities within the new Supplier Focus section of

Machinery, please contact John Passmore on 01322 221144 or email jpassmore@findlay.co.uk

Over the last 25 years,

Turbex has established

itself as one of the

market leaders in

supplying spray washing & ultrasonic machines, basket rotation cleaners & tunnel

washers. All of these systems can be single or multi-stage, & include options

such as: particle filtration, oil removal systems & deionised water rinsing.

Tel: 01420 544909 Web: www.turbex.co.uk

Turbex Ltd
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LAST WORD

Aye aye for the iPad?
On 27 January 2010, Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple, unveiled the iPad Tablet. Is there room for it in business and

specifically within manufacturing? asks Martin Bailey, marketing manager, Jetcam (www.jetcam.com)

L
et’s start by covering what the iPad

can’t do. It’s not a PC or a Mac and

doesn’t run Windows or Mac OS, or offer

multi-tasking. On the iPhone, the OS is

locked down to the point that each third

party application can only store

information in its own ‘sealed’ area, unlike

a PC where ‘My Documents’ can contain

every file type and be accessed by all

applications. It’s likely that the iPad will

continue this tradition, with Apple already

confirming that it will rely on iTunes for

syncing with a PC. The iPhone/iPad does

not support Flash, which rules out access

to any websites that rely on it. 

So what can it do?The launch event

saw Apple demonstrate iPad versions of

iWork, an office suite (covering word

processing, spreadsheets and

presentations), with each application

being available for just shy of $10. 

It ships with the same basic PIM apps

as the iPhone – Calendar, Contacts, Email

(including MS Exchange support) and

Notes – all of which will sync with a PC 

or Mac through iTunes. The iPhone

configuration utility allows enterprise

deployment, providing easy configuration

for individual business settings, such as

email and VPN access. So, for the majority

of users, it will tick the basic office

requirements. 

As a presentation tool, the iPad excels.

It can be connected to an external display,

but would equally be suited for one-to-one

presentations, ideal for sales staff or board

meetings. Data retrieval is also a strong

suit; it provides quick access to document,

image, audio or video libraries, doing away

with the need for storing large amounts of

paper. It could be at home in a

manufacturing design office,

providing a quick method of

viewing product images or

technical information.

It supports the ePub

electronic document format, so

companies could produce

catalogues for the device, which

would also lend itself to stock

control, providing stores staff

with a simple checklist interface. 

All versions of the iPad have the

accelerometer and compass facilities, 

and the 3G version opens up further

possibilities, as it includes assisted GPS.

Imagine an application that provides

relevant information to a user when they

arrive at a specific location.

If you walk through the stages of

production within a manufacturing

organisation and analyse the roles of

software at any given part, most of these

relate to the supply of information: either

to or from the user. This information will

be fed into either MRP/ERP or to a more

localised system (stock control database,

machine tool control software, order

management, etc), and this is where work

needs to be done, if the iPad is to be of

any real use.

If you cannot develop or obtain an app

to connect to an existing software

system, the iPad is a competent web

client (as long as Flash isn’t required, of

course) and, invariably, the system you

want to connect to will have a database,

which, in turn, will have ways of getting

data in and out. So a relatively simple

solution would be to build an intranet that

communicates with the application. 

If Apple is serious about the business

angle of the iPad, it will need to provide

companies with more information on

controlling user access, tracking usage

and locking down features. Another

concern is theft. 

But it’s more likely that iPads will find

a home in the boardroom, rather than on

the shopfloor, due to environmental

factors alone. Although, for facilities that

already keep their production areas

spotless, this could be seen as the

device that makes them look just that

little bit more cutting edge than their

competitors. ■■■

The iPad weighs 0.8 kg, has a 9.7 in

touch screen, microphone, wi-fi,

accelerometer and Bluetooth
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Whatever your sawing, drilling, profiling or related requirements, Kaltenbach have the perfect, cost-efficient solution

SAWS and so much more!

www.kaltenbach.co.uk/news   tel: 01234 213201   email: sales@kaltenbach.co.uk  
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